SCHEDA ATTIVITÀ – FASHION SHOW
A cura di Marika Di Canio

Obiettivo:
• To learn vocabulary about clothes grouped by season, to create a new item of clothing based
on clothes from around the world.
Attività in semplici passi
1. Vocabulary for seasons: elicit or teach the words for seasons and put a tag or a picture for each
of them on the 4 walls of the room (or in 4 different places if you are outdoors). [5’]
2. Vocabulary for clothes: with the aid of realia introduce the vocabulary for clothes and accessories
drill as many times and in as many possible ways as needed. Make sure you have a number of
items per season. [10’]
3. Categorization stage: divide students into 4 teams to represent the seasons. Place all the clothes
and accessories in a pile in the center. One student from each team must run to the center, get
an item of clothing and place it in the right season. [10’]
4. Vocabulary for clothes around the world: with the aid of a power point presentation that you
have prepared beforehand (you can also use a platform for games such as Wordwall to create a
more engaging activity, e.g. ‘open the box’), introduce the vocabulary for typical clothes from
different countries (e.g. turbans, sarong, Bolivian bowler hats, Venetian gondoliers striped Tshirts, etc.). [10’]
5. Creation stage: the students must create a new item of clothing of their own invention, draw it
and add a short description. [30’]
6. Presentation to the class: the students present their item of clothing to the class. [timing varies
according to number of students and length of presentation]

Suggerimenti per i docenti e i formatori (Se ci sono indicazioni utili per la realizzazione
dell’attività, specificarle qui, vedi esempio)
•
•
•
•
•

This activity promotes creativity and personalization.
The creative aspect of the activity makes it more student-centered.
The activity promotes different ways of looking at the world.
The activity can be gauged at different ages and levels.
For this activity it is necessary to look at images of clothes from different parts of the world.

Tempo:
• 90 minutes

Materiale:
• Flashcards for seasons, clothes, computer, power point/game/flashcards for clothes around
the world, paper, pencil, eraser, colored pencils.

